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List of incidents reported to Greater Manchester Police 

URN Category Created on Description 

000041-
23112019 

Incident 23/11/2019 00:20 Two groups of males fighting - 5 males got out 
of a vehicle and started fighting with a group 
of 3 other males who had just walked out of 
the pub. The group that got out of the vehicle 
have now driven off but the other 3 males are 
still inside the pub. No injuries. No weapons. 

000322-
16112019 

Incident 16/11/2019 02:10 Female attacking passerbys following LOG 301 
- female is now becoming aggressive she is  
seeing dragons - has taken unknown substance 

003427-
15112019 

Incident 15/11/2019 23:31 Assault male has been bottled, possible that 
the offender has made off. The barman 
making the call who did not witness this and 
the victim who was bottled outside is believed 
to be inside the pub still but no present at the 
time of the call. 

CRI/06GG/
0005380/1
9 

Crime 20/09/2019 13:31 Offender enters the beer garden and head to 
the kitchen, places metal objects into the 
microwave and turns it on causing a fire. The 
offenders enters store room and smashed the 
sound system and take golf clubs which they 
use to smash beer bottles in the beer garden. 
Offenders are asked to leave and being 
swearing are getting aggressive. 

CRI/06GG/
0004963/1
9 

Crime 15/09/2019 01:05 The owner of the pub has pushed AP, which 
has caused a swollen finger 

000182-
15092019 

Incident 15/09/2019 00:59 Assault occuring around 0000 today. Informant 
was in the pub with his partner when he was 
removed by door men, they have pushed 
informant. He states he has a cut and swollen 
finger but he does not remember how,he does 
believe he was assaulted 

000149-
01092019 

Incident 01/09/2019 00:54 Possible disturbance, call from A/P and whilst 
on the line, states 2 females have been heard 
saying "Have you got the knife".  Female have 
said to A/P "Why don't you go and stab him 
and A/P has said "I'm going to stab him in the 
neck" states this was towards the door staff" 

003143-
05082019 

Incident 05/08/2019 20:11 Fight, Male requested police, no distress, 
possible faint shouting in the background. 
Male cleared whilst waiting for police to 
answer. The inf states that there were 2 
females fighting outside the pub and he has 
just left. One female has walked off to the 
train station and the other is still sat in the 
beer garden. 

003649-
02082019 

Incident 02/08/2019 23:57 Male requested police. Female heard in the 
background sluring her words, possibly crying 
but could not clarify as muffled.  
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000483-
13072019 

Incident 13/07/2019 03:16 Assault /fighting at the taxi rank outside the 
white house public house. Not known how 
many fighting - no weapons mentioned 


